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INTRODUCTION 
The not ion of pseudo-order  was  first introduced by  A. F. MONNA [2], 
who  drew my attention to it, dur ing a course on  non-arch imedean analysis. 
In  non-areh imedean analysis one defines a pseudo-order  as the set of 
equivalence classes under  the relation "on the same side o/ zero", which  
is defined by  x ~ y iff 0 q~ C(x, y), where  C(x, y) is the convex  hull of 
the set {x, y}. In [2] the theory of pseudo-orders is fo rmulated  in an  
ax iomat ic  way .  In  [3] a slightly different formulat ion is presented, wh ich  
is independent  of the not ion of convexity. 
In  this paper, pseudo-order  is defined in a more  general way .  Ordered  
fields now,  are treated as special eases of pseudo-ordered fields. The  
connect ion between orders and  absolute values finds its generalization 
in the connect ion between pseudo-orders and  valuations. 
Some e lementary  facts about  ordered and  va lued fields are now treated 
simultaneously. Section 1 shows  that pseudo-order  still can be defined 
f rom a modif ied not ion of cortvexity. In section 2, the va lued fields are 
characterized among the pseudo-ordered fields. The  connect ion between 
topo logy and  pseudo-order  is treated ia sections 3 and  4. In  [3], some 
prob lems concerning pseudo-orders are stated. Most  of them are, in the 
new context  presented here, solved in a natural way .  
In  the following K ,  K '  ... will denote  commutat ive  fields of charac- 
teristic distinct from two. I f  X _C K, X* denotes X\{0}, X -1 abbreviates 
(X*) -1, which is defined as {x-1]x ~ X*}. For X, Y _CK and 2 ~K, XY, 
X + Y, 2X are defined as usual. A subring of K will always be a subring 
with identity. An order on a field K is always understood to be an order 
which makes K an ordered field. 
i. ORDER AND PSEUDO-ORDER 
1.0. We assume the not ion of an  ordered field. If K is such a field, 
then K*= E U -E  and  E (3 -E  = f), where  E is the multiplicative sub- 
g roup  of positive e lements  of K and  -E  abbreviates - IE. We see that 
G = {E, -E}  is a partition of K* .  Moreover  (G, o), where  o is defined by  
Xo  Y=XY for X ,  YeG,  is an  abelian group  wi th  E as its neutral 
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element. In particular S-t-S ~ G, where S is either E or -E ,  and kS e G 
for SeG and ~eK* .  
This generalizes La the following way: 
1.1. DEFINITION. A partition G o/ K* is said to be a pseudo-order 
on K i/ 
(i) G, together with the multiplication o defined by $1 o S2=$1S2 /or 
S1, $2 ~ G, ]orms an (abelian) group (G, o), 
(ii) ]or k e K* and S e G, kS e G, 
(iii) ]or all S e G, S + S ~ G (or equivalently S + S= 2S). 
S e G is called a side o/zero. We use Ee to denote the neutral element 
of (G, o) and call it the neutral side el zero. We omit the subscript G 
when no confusion results. Define a > s b (also written as b < s a) if a -  b e S 
and a > s b ff a > s b or a = b. We state the following order-like facts for a 
pseudo-order G : 
(a) For all a, b E K* such that a # b there is exactly one S ~ G with a > s b, 
(b) a and -a  are in di~erent sides o/zero (because of (ii) and (iii), since 
for no SeG is 0eS) ,  
(c) a>s 1 0Ab>z~ O=*-ab>sls 2 O, 
(d) a>s b =~a+c>s b+c, 
(e) a>s  bAb>s a=:~a=b, 
(f) a>s bAc>s ,  O=~ac>ss, bc, 
(g) a>s  bAb>s c=~-a>2s c (because of (iii)). 
1.2. EXAMPLE. Let K be the field of complex numbers and let the 
sides of zero be the halflines from, but excluding, zero. 
The neutral side is ~+, the set of positive reals. Let z, zl, z2 e K*. The 
inverse of the side S- -zB + is the side z-lB +. The product of the halflines 
through zl and z2 respectively, is the halfline through zl.z~. Let $1=~ +, 
S~=(a÷bi)~ + with a, beB*. We have z l>s l  z2 if Re (z l )>Re (z2) and 
Im (zl) = Im (z2), Zl > S 2 Z2 if a- l(Re (zl) - Re (z2)) = b-l(Im (zl) - Im (z~)) > 0. 
1.3. Let G be a pseudo-order on K. Define /: K* -> G by /(x)=xE. 
Clearly, ] is a homomorphism onto (G, o) with kernel E. Thus E is a 
multiplicative subgroup of K* and (G, o) __~_ K*/E. In fact, (G, o )=K* /E ,  
as is easily verified. Moreover, for any x, y e E we have l ( x÷y)e  E by 
definition 1.1 (iii). If, on the other hand, E is a multiplicative subgroup 
of K*, then K*/E is an abelian group, which elements constitute a partit ion 
of K*. If, besides, for any x, y ~ E, l (x÷y)  e E we have E+E=2E,  and 
consequently S + S = 2S for all S E K*/E. Let us call a set X C K midpoint- 
convex if for any x, y ~ X, ½(x÷y) ~ X (see [1]). Now we have the following 
1.4. T~EOREM. Let E C K*. G=(~E]k ~ K*} is a pseudo-order on K 
with E as its neutral side o/ zero i] and only i/ E is a midpoint-convex 
subgroup o/ K*. 
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1.5. t:~EiV[ARKS. &) Note that  the pseudo-order described ia example 
1.2 is just C*/~ +. 
b) I f  G is a pseudo-order on K such that  2 6 Es,  then it follows from 
1.1(a)- l . l (g) that  <s  is a partial order on K which makes K into a 
partially ordered field. In this case EG U {0} is known in the l iterature 
as the positive cone of the partial order <s  (see e.g. [4]; p. 105). 
1.6. F rom 1.4 it is clear that  every field can be pseudo-ordered by 
taking E= {1}. In  this case the sides of zero are the singletons. We will 
call this pseudo-order the trivial pseudo-order. Henceforth we shall only 
consider non-trivial ones. 
1.7. Cons ider the f ie ldo f rea ls~.Def ine forxE~*:x~,~l i f fO~C(x ,  1), 
where C(x, 1)= {2x+ (1-2)12 e [0, 1]}, the convex hull of {x, 1}. I t  happens 
that  x ~ 1 iff x > 0. Although we cannot directly define order in this way, 
it is possible to characterize [0, 1] with the aid of the field operations 
only, in the following manner:  
1.8. Let o~ C ~.  ~ = [0, 1] if and only if co satisfies the following conditions : 
D0: l~co  
~9i: 1 -co  C ~o 
Y22" : xy e 1 - ~o -i  ~ (x e 1 - o~ -i ~=~ y ~ 1 - co -i) for all x, y e ~*  
The proof follows in 1.17. 
We can state further that  [0, 1]={0} w {x- l [1 -x<0}.  With this in 
mind, we are led to the following definitions. 
1.9. DEFINITION. 
(i) For any ~ C_ K let C~(x, y) be the set (~xd- (1 -~)yt~ ~ o~}. iT/ 1 --~o C_ ~o 
we call C~,(x, y) the w-convex hull o/ (x, y}. 
(ii) For a pseudo-order G on K let co~ be the set {0}u (x - l j l - x~E~}.  
(iii) For any co C K let E~ be the set defined by x ~ E~, ¢=~ 0 ~ C~(x, 1). 
We will now show that  in the case G is a pseudo-order, w~ satisfies 
certain conditions resembling those of 1.8, and that,  on the other hand, 
if some w C K satisfies these conditions, E~ defines (by way of 1.4) a 
pseudo-order on K. 
1.10. LEM•A. I f  G is a pseudo-order on K, then ~oa satisfies 
Y20 : 1 e wa 
~'~2 : xy E 1 - -  09G -1 =:~ (X E 1 -- C0C -1 V y e 1 -- coo -i) for all x, y e K* 
t)3: ½tog _CmG 
PROOF. We have 0~E,  so lecoc .  To prove D1 let xebec,  x¢1 ,0  
(if x=0 or x=l  we are finished). By  definition, 1 -x  - i~E .  Thus 
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1 -- (1 --x) -1 =x(x--  1)-1= (1 --x-l) -1 ~ E, so 1 -x  ~ co~. ~Q2 and/23 are proved 
in a similar way. ~2 expresses the fact that  for x, y E E, xy ~ E and 12a 
means: for zEE ,  ½(I+z) EE  (take z=l -2x  -1 if x¢0) .  
1.11. LEM~A. I f  (o C K satisfies the conditions f20,1,2,3, then E~ is a 
midpoint-convex subgroup of K*. 
PROOF. Y2o yields 0 ~ E~. By  definition 1 ~ E~. Y21 implies that  x-1 e E~ 
if  x e E~, f22 implies xy E E~ if x, y e E~. f28 implies that  for x E E~, 
½(1 +x)  e E~, and hence if x, y ~ E~, ½(x+y) ~ E~,. 
Summarizing 1.10 and 1.11, we can state: 
1.12. THEOREM. Let 0 ~ ~o C K. The relation -.,~ defined by x ~-,~ y ¢=~ 
¢,- 0 ~ C~(x, y) (x, y E K*) is an equivalence relation, and the set o/equiva- 
lence classes is a pseudo-order G i/ and only i/ e) satisfies the conditions 
~¢~0,1,2,3. 
REMARK. I f  ~0 C K satisfies Y20,1,2,3 we will say that  o~ defines a pseudo- 
order G~. Note that  ¢o = K trivial ly fulfills Zgo 1 2,3 In  this case G~ is the 
trivial pseudo-order. 
1.13. EXAmPLe. Recall that  a valuation 0 on K is a surjection 
O: K* --> 11, where F is a commutat ive ordered group, for which O(xy)= 
=O(x)+O(y) and O(x+y)> rain (0(x), O(y)) for any x, y E K*. Let  0 be a 
valuation on K with 0(2)= 0. Let  a e K such that  O(a)< 0 and let O~a= 
= (x e K]O(x)>O(a)} ~) {0}. ~Oa satisfies f20,1,2,3. To show this, apply 0(x)> 
>0(y) ~ O(x+y)=O(y). Let  Ga be the pseudo-order on K defined by o~a. 
We have x ~ Ea a iff O(ax-a)> 0, in particular, if a= 1, x and y are in 
the same side of zero iff O(x-y)>O(x). (Note that  if x and y are in the 
same side, then O(x)=O(y).) I f  F is an archimedean ordered group, we 
can embed F in ~. A non-archimedean valuation ]-[ on K is then defined 
by putt ing I x] = e-O(x), in which case x and y are in the same side of zero 
(in the pseudo-order Ga (]a[ ~> 1)) iff Ix I > [ax-ay[. 
1.14. F rom the  definition of a pseudo-order it appears that  an order 
on a field K is a pseudo-order G with only two sides of zero and for which 
2EEa .  
Let  K be of characteristic p (p # 2, 3) and let G be a pseudo-order on 
K with only two sides of zero, E and -E .  I f  3 ~ E, then - 3 6 E whence 
½(1 - 3) = - 1 6 E, which is absurd. Thus 3 6 E, and hence ½(1 ÷ 3) = 2 c E. 
We conclude : 
1.15. I /  K is o/ characteristic zero, then a pseudo-order with only two 
sides el zero is an order. I] K is o] characteristic p (p ~ 0, 2, 3) no pseudo- 
order with two sides exists on K. 
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1.16. Again, let K be of characteristic zero. 1.12 and 1.15 enable us 
to conclude, that  whenever co _C K satisfies f20,1,2,a, G~ is an order on K 
iff there are precisely two equivalence classes under the relation ~-~. 
With this in mind it is not difficult to see that,  if .Q~* is the result of 
the replacement of the "inclusive or" by the "exclusive or" in D2, i.e. 
D2*:xye l - - co - l~(xE l - - co - l~y~l - -co -~)  for all x ,y~K* ,  we can 
state G~ is an order iff  co satisfies D0,1,2*,a. 
Furthermore,  if G is an order, coG={X]X>EGOAx<EG1}. 
1.17. Now we have a proof for 1.8, for if co _C It  satisfies 90,1,2..3 then, 
following 1. ] 6, co defines an order G~ on I~. Since there is only one order 
on i3, which makes It  an ordered field, we conclude that  co = [0, 1]. 
1.18. We now come to a lemma which will have an important  appli- 






I f  G is a pseudo-order on K, then 
K = cog u -cog  u coo -~ u -coG -1. 
Clearly it is sufficient to show 
Vz(1 +z  ~ cog -1 V 1 --z e cog -I) 
Vz( l  + z ~ cog - I  =~ z ~ cog V z e coG-1). 
For (1), let z¢0  (if z=0 we are done). Substituting x=-z  -1 and y=z 
in De and using ~1 we obtain 
½ e cog =~ (1 - z )  e cog -1 V (1 +z) e con-1. 
By  ~90 and ,03, ½ e con. This proves (1). 
For (2) let z¢0 ,  1 (if z=0 or z= 1 (2) trivial ly holds for z). Substituting 
x=(1-z )  and y=-z (1 -z )  -1 and using f21 we obtain 
(i +z)  ~ cog -I ~ z ~ cog -I V z ~ coG. 
1.19. I~ecall that  a valuation r ing co C K is a subring of K for which 
co ~) co-1 =K.  From 1.18 we see that  if cog is a subring of K, it is a valuation 
ring. 
1.20. We know that  every subfield K '  of an ordered field K is ordered 
by the restriction of the order of K to K'. The corresponding fact for 
pseudo-orders i : 
1.21. PROPOSITION. I /  G is a pseudo-order on K and K 'C  K then 
EG n K '  i8 the neutral side o/ a pseudo-order G' on K ' ;  moreover coG'= 
= cog n K ' .  
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PROOF. Evidently, Ea, is a midpoint-convex subgroup of (K')*, and 
for x E K '  : X E (DG '-1 ¢:~ 1-- x ~ E~, ¢=~ 1-  x ~ E~ ~:~ x e ~o~-l. 
REMARK. We call G' the induced pseudo-order on K'. 
1.22. The well known fact that an ordered field must be of charac- 
teristic zero is a special case of the following 
P~O~OSITIO~. 11 G is a pseudo-order on K and 2 ~ EG (equivalently 
-1  ~ co~) then K is o I characteristic zero. 
PROOF. Because 2 e E we have by a simple induction argument that 
n (= l+ l+. . .+ l  n-times) EE for all n. Since 01bE it follows that he0  
for all n. 
From proposition 1.22 we see that when 2 e E, Q+ (the set of positive 
rationals) is a subgroup of E. Thus a pseudo-order G, such that 2 e E~ 
induces on Q the usual order. 
For the sake of further investigations we define, in conclusion to this 
section, a relation between pseudo-orders on a given field K, which allows 
us to tell which member of a certain set of pseudo-orders i  the most 
suitable. 
1.23. DEFINITION. Let G and G' be pseudo-orders on K. 
(i) G > G' (read: G stronger than G') if x>Ea, y implies x>E a y (equiva- 
lently, i I Ec  ~_ Ec,). 
(ii) G' < G (G' weaker than G) i I G > G'. 
I t  is left to the reader to interpret "strictly stronger (weaker) than". 
The motivation to call G stronger than G' is that G looks more like an 
order, just because its sides are larger. Note that the trivial pseudo-order 
is weaker than any pseudo-order. 
1-24. LE~MA. G > G' . i f f  o~cC o~, .  
The proof consists of a simple application of definitions 1.9 (ii) and (iii). 
1.25. Consider the example in 1.13. In the collection of pseudo-orders 
{Ga[a ~ K,  O(a) < 0}, G1 is the strongest. 
1.26. Let ~b be the set of midpoint-convex subgroups of K*, partially 
ordered by inclusion. An application of Zorn's lemma shows that there 
are maximal elements in ~. Thus: 
The collection o t pseudo-orders on a field K,  partially ordered by the 
relation "weaker than" possesses maximal elements. 
Note that if an order exists on K, it is such a maxim~l element. 
2. PSEUDO-ORDERS WITH CONVEX SIDES OF ZERO 
2.0. For the field of reals, the sides of zero (~+ and B-) of the order 
on ~, are convex, i.e. for # e [0, 1] and x, y e~(+(-), #x+ (1-#)y  e ~ +(-). 
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In fact, this holds for any ordered field K. For a field without an order, 
convexity may be defined with respect to a certain subset I in the 
following way [1] : 
2.1. DEFInITIOn. Let I C K, O, 1, 1 e I. A set X C K is called I-convex 
i/ /or any x, y ~ X,  Cx(x, y )C  X, where Ci(x, y) is defined as in 1.9 (i). 
2.2. One easily shows, that if ~ + K and X, Y C K are /-convex, so 
are ~X, ~+X,  X N Y. 
2.3. DEFInITIOn. Let I C_ K, O, ½, 1 ~ I. An  i-pseudo-order G on K 
is a pseudo-order with I-convex sides o/ zero. 
The analogue of 1.4 is: 
2.4. THEOREM. Let I C K;  0, ½, 1 ~ I, and let E C_ K. G= (AEI~ ~ K*} 
is an I-pseudo-order on K with E as neutral side i/ and only i/ E is an 
I-convex multiplicative subgroup o/ K*. 
2.5. In 1.10 and 1.11 it is shown that for a pseudo-order G on K, 
½¢o~ C co~ iff Ea is {}}-convex. 
A generalization follows immediately: oJ C K defines an I-pseudo-order 
G on K i# (9 satisfies ~9o,1,2 and ~ga*: (oI C w. 
2.6. Let K=~.  Convexity is defined with respect to I=[0 ,  1]. One 
might ask oneself, if, besides the order itself and the trivial pseudo-order, 
other /-pseudo-orders exist. That the answer is negative shows the 
following argument: if x ~ Ea, clearly x> 0, otherwise 0 e Ec. Suppose 
xeE~,  x>l .  I f y> l ,  then for some ne~,  y<x ", so yeEa .  
The above holds for any archimedean ordered field. For a non-archi- 
medean ordered field, define E by: 
x ~ E ~ ~n ~l~tn-l<~x<n. 
E is a [0, 1]-convex subgroup of K* and a proper subset of the set of 
positive elements of K. Hence the corresponding question for non-archi- 
medean ordered fields has an affirmative answer. However in this case, 
the order is stronger than any [0, 1]-pseudo-order. 
2.7. Let K be as in 1.13 and define convexity with respect to 
I={xlO(x)>~O} w {O}. The pseudo-orders Go are I-pseudo-orders. G1 is 
stronger than any I-pseudo-order. To see this, note that (ol = I  and that 
~a* implies I C wG for any I-pseudo-order G (recall lemma 1.24). 
2.8. A closer examination of 2.6. and 2.7 shows immediately that in 
both cases I itself defines an I-pseudo-order G± (in 2.6. G± is the order, 
in 2.7 G1 is G~), which is consequently (using -(28* and lemma 1.24 as 
in 2.7) the strongest/-pseudo-order on K. Stated otherwise, in both cases 
Gx has /-convex sides. 
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DEFINITION. A pseudo-order G on K is said to be sel]eonvex i ]G  has 
~o~-convex sides (or, equivalently, i/ G is an ~o~-pseudo-order). 
Using f2a*, we obtain: 
2.9. G is sel]convex i~ tea. to~ C o~, or, equivalently, G is 8el]convex i~ 
xy<E 1 implies X<E 1 or y<E 1. 
2.10. DEFINITIOn. A pseudo-order G on K is called "generated by a 
valuation 0 on K"  i] x>E a y ~:¢-O(1-x+y)>O. 
Note that  for such a pseudo-order oe=(x[0(x)>0} u (0}. 
2.11. LE~MA. I f  G is a selfconvex pseudo-order such that  2 6 E~, 
then ~ is a valuation ring. 
Pigeon. Let G be as in the lemma. 2 6 E~ yields - 1 E ~o~, and hence 
(by 1.18 and 2.9) ~o~ ~) ~o~-I=K, so (in view of 2.9) it remains to show 
that  w~ is an additive subgroup of K. Clearly 0 e o)¢. Let x, y E to~*. 
I f  x-ly E o~G, by f21, 1 -x - ly  e ~o~, whence x ( l -x - ly )=x-y  ~ w~. I f  
xy -1 e o~, a similar argument yields y-x  c o~, whence x-y  E o)~. 
2.12. Recall that  two valuations 01, 02 on K are called equivalent if 
{xlOl(x)>O}={xIO2(x)>O}. As is well known, a valuation ring o )CK 
determines a valuation 0 on K (unique up to equivalence) such that  
u (0}. 
Hence the following theorem is an immediate consequence:of lemma 
2. l l  and definition 2.10. 
2.13. THEOREM. I] G is a sel/convex pseudo-order on K, such that 
2 ~ E~, then there is a valuation 0 on K, which generates G (note that  the 
trivial valuation generates the trivial pseudo-order). 
2.14.. Let ~o C K be a valuation ring ~(oCK) and 0: K* --> F be the 
valuation determined by w. One can show the equivalence of the following 
statements: 
(i) F is an archimedean ordered group, 
(ii) ~o is a maximal subring of K. 
This equivalence r~ables us to obtain from theorem 2.13 the following 
corollary: 
2.15. I] G is a sel/eonvex pseudo~order on K (with 2 ~ EG), and i] any 
selfconvex pseudo-order G' (with 2 ~ E~,) which is strictly weaker than G, 
is trivial, then there is a non-archimedean valuation I" I on K which 
generates G. 
3. PS]~UDO~ORDERS AnD TOPOLOGY 
3.0. In this section we will distinguish between topologies on a field 
K, which make K a topological ring, and K-topologies, which make K 
a topological field. 
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3.1. DEFINITION. Let (K, T) be a topological ring. 
A pseudo-order G on K is called an open pseudo-order on (K, T) i] the 
sides o/ zero are open sets (or equivalently i/ Ee is an open set). 
3.2. Suppose ~ is supplied with the usual topology, and let G be an 
open pseudo-order on 1~. I f  x>0,  then l im~xl /n=l ,  and hence, for 
some n ~ 1l, xl/n ~ Ee, whence x ~ Ee. We conclude: on the field o] reals 
there is exactly one open pseudo-order, which, consequently, is the order. 
3.3. Let K~-(~, supplied with the usual topology, and let G be an 
open pseudo-order on K. I f  Re (z)> 0, lim ~ z l/n= 1. Thus, as in 3.2, 
z e Ee. Consequently, if Re (z) < 0, z c - Ee. Further  l ee  r~ EG ¢ 0, so 
i ~ Eo, which contradicts the fact that  Ee  is open. Thus no open pseudo- 
order exists on the field o/ complex numbers. 
3.4. For the field of reals, we note that  [0, l] and ( -  1, 1) are bounded 
sets. For  a pseudo-order G, generated by a valuation 0, the same holds 
for the sets toe = {xlO(x ) > 0} w {O} and Re = (xIO(x) > 0} u (0}. 
3.5. D]~FI~ITION. Let (K, T) be a topological ring. 
A set X C _ K is called bounded i]/or any neighborhood U o/zero, ~X C U 
/or some ~ ~ K*. 
One can show: 
3.6. I /  X, Y C K are bounded, and Z C X, then X w Y ,Z ,  ~X and 
÷ X are bounded, /or any ~ E K. 
3.7. DEFI~ITm~. Let (K, T) be a topological ring. 
A pseudo-order G on K is called bounded, i/ toe is bounded. 
3.8. DEFINITIOn-. For a pseudo-order G on K, define RG by 
x~Re.<c~X<E a 1Ax>Ea- -1 .  
(or equivalently: Re= (1 -Ee)  (~ ( - 1 +EG)). 
I f  G is an order, Re = ( - 1, l) ; if G is generated by a valuation 0 on K, 
Re=(xlO(x)>O} u {0}. 
3.9. DEFINITION. Let (K, T) be a topological ring. 
A pseudo-order G on K is called weakly bounded i/ Re is bounded. 
3.10. PROeOSITIO~. Let G be a pseudo-order on the topological ring 
(K, T). 
(i) I] G is bounded, G is weaIcly bounded, 
(ii) I /G  is sel]convex and non-trivial we have: G is bounded i# G is wen]ely 
bounded. 
PgOOF. (i) Suppose o~e is bounded. I f  x~Re* ,  l+x , l -x~Ee,  so 
x -1, -x  -1 ~ me and hence (by lemma 1.18) x ~ ~oe t_) - roe. Thus Re _C me w 
k) -me,  which yields (using 3.6) that  Re is bounded. 
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(ii) Let G be selfconvex and non-trivial (i.e. co~ • K and co~.co~ _CCOG). 
In view of (i) it is sufficient o show that  the boundedness of Rs implies 
the boundedness of c0~. 
Let x e K be such that  x, - x q~ cos. (If - 1 ~ cos, x = 2 will do; if - 1 e con, 
clearly con ~3 -coa=co~¢K.)  We will show that  con C_xRa. So suppose 
for some y, yecos  and y~xR~;  then l÷yx- lq~E~ or 1-yx - l~Ea,  so 
xy -1 e cog or -xy-~ e con. Thus y.xy-~=x E con or y. -xy -~= -x  e coG, 
contradicting the assumption that  x , -x  ~ COG. 
3.11. For the sake of completeness, we will give an extension of 
proposition 1.21: let (K, T) be a topological ring (field). Suppose K '  is 
a subfield of K. K '  inherits a topology, which will be denoted by T'. 
(K', T') is a topological ring (field). Let G be a pseudo-order on K, G' the 
induced pseudo-order on K'.  
(i) I /  G is open, so is G'. 
(ii) I[ G is an I-pseudo-order, then G' is an F-pseudo-order (where I '=  
=INK ' ) .  
(iii) I /  G is sel/convex, so is G'. 
(iv) I /  G is (weakly) bounded, and T' is not discrete, then G' is (weakly) 
bounded. 
Placer. (i) Immediate. 
(ii) By proposition 1.21, coa ,=co~nK' ;  Ds* yields co~.ICf2a. A 
simple calculation shows cos,-I' C as, ,  whence (again by f23") G' is an 
/'-pseudo-order. 
(iii) Directly from (ii). 
(iv) I f  T' is not discrete, then for any neighborhood U of zero (in K), 
U n K'¢{0}.  We will show, that  if X is bounded in K, X'  (=X n K') 
is bounded in K'.  (Since cos,=cos n K'  and R~,=R~ n K'  this will be 
sufficient.) So suppose X _C K is bounded (in K). Let U' be a neighborhood 
of zero (in K') ;  then U' = U n K'  for some neighborhood U of zero (in K). 
Let V be a neighborhood of zero (in K) such that  V- V C U (recall that  
(K, T) is a topological ring!); then for some ~ e K*, ~X C V. Let ~ e K '  n 
c~ ~ V, ~? ~ 0; ~X' = ~X c~ K'  = ~- I~X n K '  _C ~-1~ V n K'  _C V- V n K'  _C U'. 
Thus X'  is bounded (in K'). 
3.12. I f  an open (weakly) bounded pseudo-order G exists on (K, T), 
where (K, T) is a topological ring, then Re is a bounded neighborhood 
of zero (because Ec is open, and hence -1  +EG and 1 -Es  are both 
open). Thus (K, T) is a locally bounded topological ring (i.e., there exists 
a bounded neighborhood in (K, T)). 
In fact, {~RsI~ e K*} constitutes a base of the neighborhood system 
of zero. If, besides, G is selfconvex, {~Ra]~ e K*} constitutes a base of 
ms-convex, open neighborhoods of zero. 
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We conclude that the existence of a pseudo-order on (K, T) may imply 
some topological properties of K. 
In the next section we shall study, more generally, a topology which 
can be defined from a pseudo-order. 
4. THE PSEUDO-INTERVAL TOPOLOGY 
4.0. On an ordered field K a topology can be induced by taking the 
sets (x la<x<b } as a base for the open sets. Supplied with this topology, 
called the interval-topology, K becomes a topological ring (in particular, 
a topological field). 
4.]. DE]~I~ITION. Let K be pseudo-ordered by G. 
(i) For any n~T~, el, . . . , an~K and $1, . . . ,Sn~G the set (al÷S1)(~ 
n (a~+S2) (-] ... n (an÷Sn) is called a pseudo-interval. 
(ii) The pseudo-interval topology Te is defined by talcing the pseudo-intervals 
as a base /or the open sets. 
4.2. Note that Te is indeed a topology. I f  G is trivial, clearly, Te is 
discrete (and in particular a K-topology). We will show that Te is the 
coarsest ring topology on K, in which G is an open pseudo-order. First 
some notational remarks. 
4.3. Recall that, for a pseudo-order G, Ra is defined as the set 
{xlx<E1 A x>E-  1}. In general, for a ~ K and f ~ K* let (a - f ,  a+f )  be 
the set {xlx - a < ~E f A x - a > ~E - f } , or equivalently, (a - f ,  a + f ) = a + f Re 
(in this notation: Re=( -1 ,  1)). We will call (a - f ,  a+f )  a basic pseudo- 
interval with centre a. Note that b(a - f ,a+f )=(ba-b f ,  ba+b~) and 
b+(a- f ,  a÷f )=(b+a- f ,  b+a +f).  
4.4. LEMMA. Let K be pseudo-ordered by G and suppose Te is not 
discrete; then: 
a) for a~K*  and X~Te,  a+X,  aXeTe .  
b) Te is a Tl-topology. 
c) Re .Re  C Re. 
d) Re-Re  _C 2Re. 
e) If • e (--2, f), then (-V, V) _C (-f, f). 
f) For any 2, ~ c K*  there is a $ ~ K*  such that ( - ~, ~) _C ( -f, f) • ( -V, ~). 
g) I fxEa+S then for some f~K* ,  (x - f ,x+f )  Ca+S.  
h) Te is a Hausdorff-topology. 
i) For any f ~ K* there is a ~ e K* such that ( -V,  ~])" (-V, ~) _C ( -2 ,  ~). 
PROOF. a) Note that a+ ~J~ci X~= [.Ji~I a+Xi  and a+ ('~J~l X j= 
= ("]~'=1 a+X1" Thus if X e Te, a+X ~ Te. A similar argument yields 
a .X  ~ To (for X ~ Te). 
b) I f  x¢y ,  then y÷(x -y )Ee  separates x from y. 
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c) Suppose x, y E RG; then 1 +x, 1 +y, l -x ,  1 -y  e Ea and hence 
(1 +x)(1 -y ) ,  (1 -x ) ( l  +y) e Ea. This yields 1(1 +x)(1 -y )+ ½(1 -x)(1 +y)= 
= 1 -xy  e Ea. Moreover (1+x)(1 +y), (1 -x ) (1 -y )  e Ea, which yields in 
the same way l+xy  e E~. Thus xy ~Ra. 
d) Let x, yeRG;  then l ( l+x+l -y ) , l (1 -x+l+y)eEa .  Thus 
1 +½(x-y),  1 -½(x -y )  e E~, which implies x-y  e 2Ra. 
e) I f  ~, ~ ~ 0, ~] e ~R~ and x e flRa, then ~-1.  x~-i = ~-1 x e R~. Ra C RG, 
so x e ~Re. Thus vRa C_ ~Ra. I f  f l=0 or ~= 0, then trivially vRa _C SRa 
if f le ~Ra. 
f) The assumption that Ta is not discrete yields, that for any ~, fle K* 
there is a ~ e K* such that ~ e SRa (~ ~Ra. For such a ~ we have (by (e)) 
~Ra C ~Ra n fiRe. 
g) I f  xea+S,  then x+(x-a )R~Ca+S.  
h) This follows from b) and d). 
i) Let ~¢ 0 and let f le Ra (~ ~Ra, V¢ 0 (recall that T~ is supposed 
to be not discrete!); then ~]Ra _C R~ and vR~ C ~Rv by (e). Hence (by (c)) 
flR~.flR~ C ~Ra. 
From the lemma we can draw the following conclusions. First we see 
that the sets (a-~,  a + ~), ~ e K* constitute a base of the neighborhood 
system of a, and second, that the mappings (a, b) -~ a -b  and (a, b) -+ ab 
are continuous (by (d) and (i)). Summarizing, we get: 
4.5. THEOI~EM. I /K  is pseudo-ordered by G, then (K, Ta) is a locally 
bounded Hausdor~ topological ring. I /  T~ is not discrete, then the basic 
pseudo-intervals with centre a/orm a base el the neighborhood system o] a. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. I /  K is pseudo-ordered by G, and 2 ~ Ea, then 
(K, Ta) is totally disconnected. 
PROOF. It is easily shown that, because Ea is a midpoint-convex 
subgroup of K*, Ea (~ ½Ra = 0 if 2 ~ Ea. Thus 0 e iRa C (K -  E). I f  x ~ E 
and x ¢ 0 then x e xE C (K -  E). We conclude that, if 2 ~ E~, E is both 
open and closed. This yields that Ra, and hence any basic neighborhood 
of zero, is both open and closed. 
4.7. The question arises in which cases the pseudo-interval topology 
Ta of an open pseudo-order G on (K, T) is the original topology T. The 
answer is given i~ the following proposition: 
4.8. P~OPOSITION. Let (K, T) be a topological ring and G an open 
pseudo-order on (K, T); then 
Ta=T i/ and only i/ G is weakly bounded. 
P~ooF. First we note that Ta C T because G is an open pseudo-order 
on (K, T). Suppose R~ is bounded (in T); then, following 3.12, T and 
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T~ both have {~Ral~  K*} as a base of the neighborhood system of zero. 
Thus T= TG. If, on the other hand, Ta= T, then clearly Rs is bounded 
in T, because Rs is bounded in Ta. 
As a corollary of theorem 2.13 and proposition 4.8 we obtain 
4.9. COROLLARY. Let (K, T) be a topological ring; then T is defined 
by a valuation 0 on K, with 0(2)= 0 (and consequently, T is a K-topology) 
i/ and only i] there exists a eel/convex, weakly bounded, open pseudo-order 
G on K, such that 2 ~ EG. 
PRooF. If  G is such a pseudo-order on (K, T), then, following theorem 
2.13, there is a valuation 0 on K which generates G. Clearly, Ra = (xlO(x) > 
>0} u (0}. Thus Ta=To (the topology defined by 0). By 4.8, Ta=T.  
To show the necessity, note that a valuation 0, such that 0(2) = 0, generates 
a pseudo-order with the desired properties. 
4.10. Let Gi ( i=1, 2) be pseudo-orders oll a field K. 
E = Ea 1 (~ EG 2 satisfies the conditions, necessary to be the neutral side 
of a pseudo-order G, which will be denoted by [G1] r~ [G2]. We also see 
that G1 and G2 both are stronger than G. 
4.11. LEMMA. If  G is stronger than G', then TG C_ Ta,. 
PROOF. We have only to show that Ea ~ Ta,. 
Let e 6 Ea and y ~ eEs, ; then y-le ~ Ea, and so y-le ~ Ea (because G 
is stronger than G'), hence y ~ EG. We conclude that Ea-- [,Jets a eEa,, 
whence Ea E TG,. 
4.12. PROPOSITmN. Suppose G1 and G2 are pseudo-orders on K. Let 
G= [G1] (~ [G2]. 
T~ is the coarsest opology finer than T~ 1 and T% (and consequently, 
if T~ 1 and T~ 2 are K-topologies, so is TG). 
PRoof. From 4.10 and lemma 4.11 it follows that TG is finer than 
T~I and T~ 2. To see that it is the coarsest such topology, note that 
R~ = Rv~ n R~ 2. 
4.13. REMARK. a) If  G~ (i ~ ~)  is a collection of pseudo-orders on K, 
then E (= (~ieN EG i) defines a pseudo-order G with E as its neutral side. 
However, it is not the case that T~ is the coarsest opology finer than 
each TG~. To see this, let K=Q,  Op the p-adic valuation on Q, Tp the 
p-adic topology and G~ the pseudo-order generated by 0~, for any prime 
number p. Let E= (~ E%; then, clearly, E= (1}, so T~ is discrete, but 
the coarsest opology finer than each T~ is not discrete. 
b) Proposition 4.12 shows us that there are totally disconnected 
pseudo-interval topologies which are not defined by a valuation: again, 
let K=Q,  and let p, q be different primes (p, q¢2),  Op, Oq, Tp, Tq as in 
4.13 a). The coarsest opology finer than T~ and Tq is not valuation-like. 
However, by the proposition, it is a pseudo-interval topology. 
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4.14. Let K be pseudo-ordered by G, K'  a subfield of K. There are 
two ways to supply K' with a topology. First, Ta induces a topology 
on K', denoted by (T~)'. Second, G induces a pseudo-order G' on K" 
The question arises if (T~)'= T~,. The following example shows that this 
is not always the case. 
Let K=~t, K '=Q and let G be the pseudo-order on B with Q+ as its 
neutral side. Tq is discrete an.d hence (T~)' is. However, G' is the order 
on Q, so T~. is the interval topology on Q. 
In general T~, C_ (T~)' holds. The following proposition shows that the 
example given above, is essentially the only case in which (T~)'#T~,. 
4.15. PROPOSITION. Let K be pseudo-ordered by G and K'C_ K. I /  
(Ts)' is not discrete, then (Ts) '=Ts, .  
PROOF. Evidently, G is an open, weakly bounded pseudo-order on 
(K, Tv). According to 3.11 (i) and 3.11 (iv), G' is an open, weakly bounded 
pseudo-order on (K', (Ts)') and hence (by 4.8) T~,=(T~)'. 
4.16. We now want to establish a theorem which states a condition 
under which the pseudo-interval topology is valuation-like. Recall that 
a ring topology T on K is called valuation-like if for any neighborhood 
U of zero, K\U -1 is a bounded set. It  is known that such a topology T 
is a K-topology, and that it determines a valuation or an archimedean 
norm on K which induces T in the usual way. 
Let us call a pseudo-order G on K bounded, if G is a bounded pseudo- 
order on (K, Ts). 
(Note that, according to 3.10 (ii), a non-trivial selfconvex pseudoiorder 
is bounded, but not otherwise; see example 1.13.) 
4.17. TH]~OR]~M. G is a bounded pseudo-order on K i /and only i I Ta 
is valuation-like. 
P~OOF. One shows that K\R~-I=~o~ w --coG. 
Thus, co~ is bounded iff K\RG -1 is bounded, or equivalently, iff K\(~Rs)-I 
is bourLded for any ~ ~ K*. 
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